We explore the scale dependence of halo bias using real space cross-correlation measurements in N -body simulations and in Pinocchio, an algorithm based on Lagrangian Perturbation Theory. Recent work has shown how to interpret such real space measurements in terms of k-dependent bias in Fourier space, and how to remove the k-dependence to reconstruct the k-independent peak-background split halo bias parameters. We compare our reconstruction of the linear bias, which requires no free parameters, with previous estimates from N -body simulations which were obtained directly in Fourier space at large scales, and find very good agreement. Our reconstruction of the quadratic bias is similarly parameterfree, although in this case there are no previous Fourier space measurements to compare with. Our analysis of N -body simulations explicitly tests the predictions of the excursion set peaks (ESP) formalism of Paranjape et al. (2013) for the scale dependence of bias; we find that the ESP predictions accurately describe our measurements. In addition, our measurements in Pinocchio serve as a useful, successful consistency check between Pinocchio and N -body simulations that is not accessible to traditional measurements.
marro Baldauf et al., 2012; Sheth, Chan & Scoccimarro, 2013) . In practice, in the absence of accurate analytical predictions of the so-called nonlinear bias parameters bn discussed below, one resorts to fitting these parameters to measurements in N -body simulations (Tinker et al., 2005; Pollack, Smith & Porciani, 2012) or marginalising over them when analysing data from galaxy surveys (e.g., Blake et al., 2011; Sánchez et al., 2012) , leading to a potential source of unmodelled systematic effects when attempting to recover information on cosmological parameters.
The language used when discussing halo bias is also not unique. Traditional measurements of bias in simulations are performed in Fourier space. For example, "linear bias" is typically defined using ratios of power spectra of the halo overdensity δ h ( k) and matter overdensity δ( k). E.g.,
where P hh (k) = δ 2 h , Pmm(k) = δ 2 are halo and matter auto-power spectra, respectively, and P hm (k) = δ h δ is the corresponding cross-power spectrum. These ratios are found to be scale-independent at large scales (small k) as expected from peak-background split arguments (Kaiser, 1984; Mo & White, 1996; Sheth & Tormen, 1999) .
Quadratic bias is typically estimated by measuring (cross-)bispectra of δ h ( k) and δ( k) and modelling them, e.g., by using perturbation theory or halo model arguments combined with a "local biasing" scheme δ h ( x) = b1δ( x) + b2δ( x) 2 /2! + . . . (Fry & Gaztañaga, 1993) , and in this case the state-of-the-art (Pollack et al., 2012) shows systematic effects associated with, e.g., shot-noise modelling.
The corresponding real space measurements of bias typically involve gridding the halo and matter density fields on some smoothing scale and then fitting a quadratic relation to the associated scatter plot (e.g., Manera & Gaztañaga, 2012) . The resulting fits show a dependence on smoothing scale, although it is not easy to interpret this scale dependence in terms of a kdependence in Fourier space . (See also Angulo, Baugh & Lacey, 2008 , for a large-scale real-space treatment that assumes local biasing and recovers scale-independent bias parameters to fourth order.)
Recent work using an excursion set approach to the problem has revealed several features of halo bias: (a) Lagrangian Fourier-space bias at any nonlinear order is very naturally linked to a particular real-space definition of Lagrangian bias based on cross-correlating the halo density with a suitable transform of the smoothed initial matter density (Paranjape & Sheth, 2012a; Musso, Paranjape & Sheth, 2012) ; (b) the excursion set analysis, as well as its extension to peaks theory (Paranjape & Sheth, 2012b; Paranjape, Sheth & Desjacques, 2013) , predicts a specific smoothing-scale dependence of these realspace bias parameters, and hence a specific k-dependence in Fourier space; and (c) this scale dependence can be unravelled to reconstruct the large scale, scale-independent bias coefficients using measurements at a finite intermediate smoothing scale. Ultimately, it is the dependence of these scale-independent coefficients on redshift and halo mass that probes the underlying cosmology.
In this paper we apply these ideas to halos identified in an N -body simulation of cold dark matter, as well as halos identified in Pinocchio (Monaco et al., 2002 (Monaco et al., , 2013 , which is a fast algorithm based on Lagrangian Perturbation Theory which provides positions, velocities and merger histories of dark matter halos. The measurements in the N -body simulation constitute a direct test of the excursion set peaks (ESP) formalism (Paranjape et al., 2013) which, as we show below, fares very well. The additional measurements in Pinocchio then become a very useful (and successful) consistency check between Pinocchio and the N -body simulation on the one hand, and between Pinocchio and ESP on the other. Taken together, our results constitute a self-consistent test of real-space measurements of linear and quadratic bias with no free parameters.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we give details of our simulation data set, including a brief description of the Pinocchio algorithm. Section 3 deals with measuring the bias parameters and comparing with theory. We first recapitulate in Section 3.1 the real-space definition of the n th order bias parameters bn and its relation to Fourier-space definitions such as equation (1). Our measurements and the resulting estimates of b1 and b2 from the data are described in Section 3.2. We find that these estimates, which we make at different smoothing scales, are in good agreement with the corresponding (scale-dependent) predictions of the ESP formalism. This agreement is important because the measurements themselves are completely independent of the ESP formalism.
In section 3.3 we use the reconstruction algorithm mentioned above, specifically the version described by Paranjape et al. (2013) , to obtain estimates of the scaleindependent peak-background split parameters b10 and b20 from the estimates of b1 and b2. The peak-background split bias parameters defined in the excursion set approach directly probe the halo mass function f (δc; m) through
where δc is the usual overdensity threshold predicted by spherical collapse (Mo & White, 1996; Sheth & Tormen, 1999) . If the reconstruction works well, then these estimates of bn0 should be independent of the smoothing scale at which the bn were measured; we find that this is indeed the case. The linear bias coefficient b10 is also directly probed by the large scale limit of Fourier-space measurements such as equation (1) (Paranjape & Sheth, 2012a) . We compare our reconstruction of b10 with the Fourierspace large scale fit to N -body simulations provided by Tinker et al. (2010) , and find very good agreement. For b20 there are no previous N -body measurements we can compare with; a comparison with the ESP prediction (Paranjape et al., 2013) shows good agreement. We conclude in section 4.
We assume a flat Λ-cold dark matter cosmology with Gaussian initial conditions and compute transfer functions using Camb (Lewis, Challinor & Lasenby, 2000) 1 for two different sets of parameter values: (Ωm, σ8, ns, h, Ω b ) = (0.272, 0.81, 0.967, 0.704, 0.0455) for the N -body simulation and (0.25, 0.8, 0.95, 0.7, 0.044) for Pinocchio. Figure 1 . Left: Halo mass functions measured in Pinocchio using one realization of the 3072 h −1 Mpc box (black circles with error bars) and averaged over nine realizations of the 768 h −1 Mpc box (gray squares) at redshifts z = 0 and z = 1. For comparison, the smooth curves show the excursion set peaks (ESP) calculation from Paranjape et al. (2013) (solid red) and two fits to N -body simulations: the fit by Tinker et al. (2010, dashed green) and the Sheth & Tormen (1999) form with their q = 0.7 and p = 0.26 which gives a good fit to the MICE mass function from Crocce et al. (2010, dot-dashed magenta) . Right: Halo mass functions measured in our single realization of a 1500 h −1 Mpc box (black circles with error bars). The solid curves are the same as in the left panel, but computed using cosmological parameters appropriate for this N -body simulation. See text for a discussion. Lower panels in each case show the ratio of each quantity to the ESP predictions, with the gray band indicating 20% deviations.
SIMULATIONS

N -body
Our cold dark matter simulation was run with 1024 3 particles in a cubic box of size 1500 h −1 Mpc, with each particle carrying a mass of 2.37 × 10 11 h −1 M . Gaussian initial conditions were set at a starting redshift z = 99, with initial particle displacements implemented using 2 nd order Lagrangian Perturbation Theory (Crocce, Pueblas & Scoccimarro, 2006) . The simulation was run using Gadget II (Springel, 2005) . We use one realization, with halos identified using the Spherical Overdensity (SO) halo finder AHF (Gill, Knebe & Gibson, 2004; Knollmann & Knebe, 2009 ) which uses a redshift-dependent overdensity criterion motivated by spherical collapse (Eke, Cole & Frenk, 1996; Bryan & Norman, 1998) . We only study halos having at least 100 particles: this corresponds to halo masses larger than ∼ 10 13.4 h −1 M .
Pinocchio
For a detailed explanation of the Pinocchio code we refer the reader to the original paper and to the more recent Monaco et al. (2013) where its parallel implementation and its application to cosmological volumes are presented. Here we limit ourselves to a quite succinct description.
Pinocchio starts from a linear density field generated on a grid in a manner close to the generation of initial conditions in an N -body simulation. It uses 3rd-order LPT applied to the evolution of a homogeneous ellipsoid to compute the collapse times of "particles" (grid points); consistently with the excursion set approach, collapse times are computed for many smoothing radii, thus constructing for each particle a "trajectory" in the plane defined by mass variance and inverse collapse time (the inverse of the growth factor at collapse). At variance with the standard excursion set approach, correlations between trajectories of nearby particles are fully taken into account. An algorithm that mimics the hierarchical assembly of structures is then applied to construct dark matter halos. These are built in the Lagrangian space, then displaced to their final positions using the Zel'dovich approximation. This algorithm has been tuned to reproduce, to within 5-10%, the "universal" mass function of Warren et al. (2008) .
As mentioned above, Pinocchio borrows ideas from excursion set theory and, on its own, cannot be considered a completely independent check for the ESP formalism. Nevertheless, these approaches are different enough from each other and from a full-fledged N -body simulation that we believe our analysis provides valuable information on the extent to which each of them reliably captures the underlying physical processes.
We consider here two different set-ups for the Pinocchio realizations 2 . The first consists of a box of side 768 h −1 Mpc sampled by 1024 3 particles with mass 2.9 × 10 10 h −1 M . The second is given instead by a larger box of side 3072 h −1 Mpc sampled by 2048 3 particles, each of mass 2.3 × 10 11 h −1 M . For the smaller box we produce nine realizations with different initial seeds, in order to provide a more solid estimate of the uncertianties on our results. In each case we only study halos with at least 100 particles. Monaco et al. (2013) show, using the same realizations, that Pinocchio predicts a mass function consistent, within 10%, to the fit of Warren et al. (2006) for the mass range 10 13 to 10 15 h −1 M , while a larger discrepancy is observed, in the large mass tail, with the results of Crocce et al. (2010) . In addition, for halo populations characterized by a fixed threshold in mass, a 10% agreement is achieved for the linear bias, determined from measurements of the halo-halo power spectrum. Better results for bias are found at lower masses, where the mass function fit is more accurate. Figure 1 shows the halo mass functions output in these Pinocchio realizations (left panels) and measured in our N -body simulation (right panels) at two different redshifts, compared with the fit to N -body simulations by Tinker et al. (2010, specifically, using their SO-200mean parameter values), the Sheth & Tormen (1999, ST) form with their q = 0.7 and p = 0.26 which gives a good fit to the MICE simulations , and the analytical ESP calculation from Paranjape et al. (2013) . The lower panels in Figure 1 show the ratio of all quantities with the ESP prediction. (We will use a similar format in all our Figures below.) As discussed above, these mass functions agree at the 10-20% level, with larger discrepancies at higher masses. We also note that the halo masses at z = 0 in our N -body simulation tend to be ∼ 10% lower than those expected from, e.g., the SO fit by Tinker et al. (2010) . This could be due to the slightly different halo finding criteria in these simulations; the Tinker et al. (2010) fit we use corresponds to halos identified by them at a density equal to 200 times the mean density at all redshifts, while the halo finder in our simulation finds halos at z = 0 with density ∼ 350 times the mean density and at z = 1 with ∼ 200 times the mean density (Eke et al., 1996; Bryan & Norman, 1998) .
2 The two Pinocchio runs correspond in size and resolution to the MICE768 and MICE3072 runs of the MICE suite Crocce et al. (2010) . This choice is motivated by a direct comparison with those N-body simulations (Monaco et al., 2013) 
HALO BIAS IN REAL SPACE
Analytical motivation
Before presenting our measurements, we summarize our current understanding of halo bias as motivated by the excursion set approach and recapitulate how the reconstruction argument works. This will also serve to set our notation.
Throughout this paper we will focus on Lagrangian bias defined with respect to the linearly extrapolated initial dark matter density field. We will also denote by δc the traditional spherical collapse barrier for the excursion set random walks, using 3 δc(z = 0) = 1.686, and define ν ≡ δc/ √ s where
is the linearly extrapolated variance on the Lagrangian scale of the halo, with
2 the dimensionless linear matter power spectrum at z = 0 and W (kR) the smoothing filter which we will take to be a TopHat in real space so that W (y) = (3/y 3 )(sin y − y cos y).
Halo bias can be defined in Fourier or real space. E.g., linear bias in Fourier space can be defined using ratios of (cross-)power spectra as in equation (1). While these are convenient definitions, e.g., in an N -body simulation, analytical approaches such as the excursion set formalism work naturally in real space, and a priori it is not obvious how the results of the latter should be interpreted in Fourier space. Recent work (Paranjape & Sheth, 2012a; Musso et al., 2012) has shown how this connection can be made in practice. In particular, Musso et al. (2012) argued that a useful definition of the n th order Lagrangian halo bias coefficient bn in real space is as follows. Consider a simulation in which we have identified halos at some redshift, e.g. z = 0. One can now use the particles identified as belonging to a halo in the final nonlinear field to define a "protohalo" in the initial conditions, and compute the center-of-mass of this Lagrangian protohalo using the positions of those same particles in the initial conditions. If there are N halos (equivalently, protohalos) in a given mass bin, then the n th order bias coefficient bn is estimated at some Lagrangian smoothing scale R0 aŝ
where δ0i is the dark matter density contrast in the initial conditions (linearly extrapolated to present epoch) smoothed on the scale R0 and centered on the center-ofmass in the initial conditions of the i th halo in the bin; S0 is the linearly extrapolated variance at scale R0,
and the Hn are the probabilist's Hermite polynomials,
2 /2 , with pG(x − µ; σ 2 ) a Gaussian in the variable x with mean µ and variance σ 2 , so that
The measurement prescription in equation (4) requires the Lagrangian locations of the halos and the corresponding smoothed Lagrangian dark matter overdensities, but is independent of any assumptions specific to a particular excursion set-based prescription such as, e.g., ESP. The motivation for equation (4) is equation (32) of (see also Szalay, 1988) :
In the first line, ρ h ≡ 1 + δ h is the normalised Lagrangian halo density field of halos of mass m -essentially, a sum over Dirac delta functions at the appropriate protohalo centers-of-mass discussed above. This formal expression integrates over the distribution of halo-centric R0-smoothed δ0-values (see Musso et al., 2012 , for a discussion of why this distribution is Gaussian to a very good approximation) weighted by the normalised mass fraction ρ h |δ0, S0 = f (m|δ0, S0)/f (m) in halos surrounded by a fixed overdensity δ0 on scale R0, which is predicted by the excursion set framework (and, of course, depends on details of the implementation of the latter).
The connection to Fourier-space bias arises as follows. The excursion set analysis as well as its ESP extension (Paranjape & Sheth, 2012b; Paranjape et al., 2013) predict the following form 4 for the bn:
where
4 The convention for notation in equation (8) differs from the one used in, e.g., Desjacques et al. (2010) . The convention here was introduced by Musso et al. (2012) and is adapted to counting powers of × in real space which roughly correspond to powers of k 2 in Fourier space.
are 5 cross-correlations between the mass overdensity field smoothed on the large scale R0 and on the Lagrangian scale of the halo R ∝ m 1/3 , and the bnr are massdependent but scale-independent coefficients whose functional form depends on details of the analysis, such as whether one uses the traditional excursion set calculations of Musso et al. (2012) or the ESP approach of Paranjape et al. (2013) .
Among these, the coefficients bn0 are somewhat special because they are the logarithmic derivatives of the halo mass function f (δc, s) and coincide with the peak-background split bias parameters from equation (2). These are the coefficients one is typically interested in measuring, since they carry information regarding the growth of large scale structure and are hence sensitive to the underlying cosmology. The other coefficients follow from the cross-correlation calculations advocated by Musso et al. (2012) ; e.g., for n = 1, 2 in the ESP case they can be read off from equations (29) and (30) in Paranjape et al. (2013, also see below) . Musso et al. (2012) showed how the appearance of × in the expression for real-space bias signals a kdependence in Fourier-space bias. Essentially, this is because the real-space cross-correlation that defines bn can be interpreted in Fourier space by formally introducing ρ h ( k) and then matching terms in Fourier space with the quantities appearing in equation (8) 
. Musso et al. (2012) gave a formal proof that the real-space bn correspond to integrals over quantities that Matsubara (2012) calls "renormalised" Lagrangian bias coefficients in Fourier space.
A remarkable aspect of the excursion set and ESP frameworks is that there exist linear relations between the bnr which allow all of them to be written in terms of only the coefficients bn0. E.g., for the simplified case of a constant excursion set barrier B = δc, one finds 
This means that the scale dependent coefficients b1 and 5 Strictly speaking, for ESP, × should be defined in terms of mixed spectral moments:
and R G is matched to R by demanding δ G δ = s for the reasons discussed by Paranjape et al. (2013) . While we implement this in our analysis, we have found that using the second equation in (9) leads to practically identical results.
b2 can be written as linear combinations of b10 and b20. And upon measuring b1 and b2, one can read off the values of b10 and b20. This is the basis of the reconstruction procedure proposed by Musso et al. (2012) , and generalises to arbitrary order bn0.
There is one complication, though. Paranjape et al. (2013) discussed the fact that the barrier appropriate for the excursion set random walks which determine halo masses is not deterministic, but has a mass-dependent scatter, and argued that this is a key ingredient in the analysis if one demands ∼ 10% accuracy when comparing the halo mass function with that measured in simulations. They showed, based on the N -body results of Robertson et al. (2009) , that a good model for this barrier is
where β is a stochastic variable drawn from a Lognormal distribution whose mean and variance are fixed by the Robertson et al. (2009) 
with ν ≡ δc/ √ s, and their averages over β,
with fESP(ν|β) given in equation (13) 
which is straightforward to implement since each term is either easily measurable or calculable. For b20, however, they showed that the exact expression for the reconstruction involves a term b1µ1|ν which is cumbersome to keep track of (although it is in principle measurable in the simulation). They therefore proposed a simplification based on assuming b1µ1|ν → b1|ν µ1|ν =b1 µ1|ν , in which case the estimate for b20 is (their equation 36)
We will make this assumption in what follows, and leave a more detailed analysis of correlations such as b1µ1|ν to future work.
Measurements of b1 and b2
We now present measurements for the linear and quadratic bias coefficients defined by equation (4) and measured in the N -body and Pinocchio runs described in section 2. These measurements, unlike the reconstruction algorithm which we implement in the next subsection, are completely independent of any theoretical input, other than the recognition that weighting by Hermite polynomials (rather than by simple powers of the density field) is the most natural way to define bias factors in a Gaussian random field (Szalay, 1988; . Figures 2 and 3 show the results for δcb1 as measured by summing equation (4) over the halos identified at z = 0 in the N -body simulation and in Pinocchio, respectively. The two panels in each Figure correspond to two different smoothing scales R0. Figure 3 shows two sets of measurements; the black circles are from the larger simulation box and the gray squares from the smaller box.
For the N -body simulation and the larger Pinocchio box, we had a single run, and the respective error bars in Figures 2 and 3 reflect Poisson errors for each mass bin. For the smaller Pinocchio box, the squares in Figure 3 show the mean over 9 runs and the error bars are the scatter around this mean for each bin. A comparison of the error bars shows that, at small masses, the Poisson errors are very likely underestimating the scatter in any given bin. This is also evident in the right panel of Figure 4 below, where the scatter across mass bins in the simulation measurement of b2 is larger than the Poisson estimate for any individual low-mass bin. We leave a more robust estimate of the error bars in the N -body simulation measurements, using multiple realisations of the initial conditions, to future work.
These measurements are susceptible to at least two systematic finite volume effects; the first affects smoothing scales that are a significant fraction of the box size (e.g., R0 = 90h −1 Mpc in the 768h −1 Mpc Pinocchio box), and the second affects mass bins whose Lagrangian radius is comparable to the smoothing scale (e.g., log 10 ν 2 (m, z = 0) = 1.4 or m ∼ 4.5 × 10 15 h −1 M which has R ∼ 15h −1 Mpc, with R0 = 30h −1 Mpc). Our choice of R0 = 50h −1 Mpc tries to minimize these effects, while R0 = 90h −1 Mpc highlights the first one. The two panels show measurements at two different smoothing scales. The smooth curves show the corresponding theory predictions using excursion set peaks (solid red) and from Mo & White (1996, dotted black) , and the fit to large scale Fourier-space measurements in N -body simulations from Tinker et al. (2010, dashed green) . We multiplied the latter two functions with the factor S × /S 0 (which slowly varies with mass and is ∼ 1.4 for R 0 = 50h −1 Mpc and ∼ 1.35 for R 0 = 90h −1 Mpc) to account for the mapping from Fourier to real space. The excursion set peaks prediction includes the effect of both S × /S 0 as well as × , although the latter effect is quite small at these scales. Lower panels show the ratios with respect to the ESP prediction, with the gray bands indicating 20% deviations. The solid red curves in Figures 2 and 3 are the corresponding predictions of the ESP framework at each smoothing scale (equation 29 of Paranjape et al., 2013) , for the respective cosmology. The dashed green lines in each panel are the Lagrangian bias from the fit presented by Tinker et al. (2010) . To be consistent in comparing with our real space measurements, we multiplied this Fourier-space fit with a factor S×/S0 at each smoothing scale. The dotted black curves are the standard spherical collapse prediction ν 2 − 1 (Mo & White, 1996) , which we also multiplied by S×/S0. This is necessary because, although the Mo-White calculation is based on the excursion set approach, it implicitly assumes that the smoothing window with which δ0 is defined is a TopHat in kspace, for which S×/S0 = 1, whereas our measurements (along with essentially all other real-space measurements) use a real space TopHat, a point first made by Paranjape & Sheth (2012a) . The careful reader will have noticed that although the dashed and dotted curves are almost the same in the two panels (they differ only because the multiplicative factor S×/S0 is about 5% different), the shape of the ESP prediction changes slightly. This is due to the scale dependence introduced by ×, although this effect is much smaller than the size of the error bars on the measurements. We see that the measurements of b1 agree very well with the ESP prediction. The small systematic differences between the black circles and the red solid lines in each of the Figures can be traced back entirely to the respective mass functions; the ESP mass function slightly underpredicts the masses of the Pinocchio halos and slightly overpedicts those in the N -body simulation (c.f. 2 to account for the Fourier-to-real-space mapping. In this case there are no previous N -body results to compare with. In addition to the ratios with the ESP prediction in the lower panels, we also show an inset in each plot with a zoomed-in view of the smaller masses.
Once more we find good agreement of the N -body measurements with the ESP prediction (which also appears to be favored over the spherical collapse prediction), except at the lowest masses. Note that the predicted (and measured) values go through zero close to log 10 ν 2 0.6. This is the first instance of a comparison between a parameter-free measurement of the quadratic bias coefficient b2 with an analytical prediction, and the agreement we see is very encouraging. The measurements in Pinocchio, while in reasonably good agreement with the ESP prediction, appear to show a systematic tendency to lie below the predictions, especially in the right panel of Figure 5 . (This is also true of the lowest mass measurements in Figure 4 .) We return to this issue later.
Reconstructing b10 and b20
With the measurements of b1 and b2 in hand, we can apply equations (15) and (16) to reconstruct b10 and b20, and this requires some theoretical input.
Firstly we must compute the functions S×/S0 and × which are just integrals over the linear power spectrum (equations 5 and 9, see also footnote 5). A more significant input is the value of the functions β|ν and β 2 |ν which feed into the algorithm definition through equation (13) . As mentioned earlier, we evaluate these using the ESP prediction fESP(ν|β) for the mass fraction at fixed β and a Lognormal distribution for β with mean 0.5 and variance 0.25, the same values used by Paranjape et al. (2013) which were derived from matching to the N -body results of Robertson et al. (2009) .
The appearance of β j |ν which depends on the ESP mass function means that one cannot interpret the reconstructedbn0 as clean tests of the ESP formalism. The original reconstruction prescription of Musso et al. (2012) only involved powers of ν (equation 10) rather than integrals over some stochastic variable such as β, so one might argue that their prescription was in some sense cleaner and unaffected by choices regarding, e.g., the choice of distribution p(β). This is misleading, however, since that prescription explicitly assumed a constant deterministic barrier which has been shown by Paranjape et al. (2013) to yield a poor description of the halo mass function, which is better described instead by the ingredients discussed above.
The strength of our approach lies in the following. First, our reconstruction below of b10, while modeldependent, agrees very well with the fit presented by Tinker et al. (2010) to large scale Fourier -space measurements in N -body simulations. Moreover, this modeldependence is almost entirely driven by the need to describe the mass function accurately (Paranjape et al., 2013) , while the prediction for the bias, in a sense, comes for free. Secondly, our reconstruction of b20 then makes no additional assumptions regarding the underlying model, and is in this sense a parameter-free estimate of quadratic bias. The agreement between the scale-dependent measurements of the previous subsection and the corresponding ESP predictions lends support to the expectation that this (albeit model-dependent) reconstruction scheme is correctly capturing the underlying physical processes that lead to halo bias.
The points with error bars in Figure 6 show our reconstruction of δcb10 (left panel) and δ 2 c b20 (right panel) from measurements of b1 and b2 in the N -body simulation, for halos identified at z = 0, on four different smoothing scales (two of which are the same as in the previous subsection). The errors were calculated by propagating the Poisson error. Figure 7 shows the corresponding reconstructions in the 3072 h −1 Mpc Pinocchio box, also with propagated Poisson errors.
We see in the left panel of Figure 6 that the reconstruction of b10 at all scales gives nearly identical results (indicating that the algorithm is working well in removing the scale dependence). The reconstructed values are also in good agreement with the fit presented by Tinker et al. (2010, dashed green) and the ESP prediction (solid red; equation 29 of Paranjape et al., 2013 , with × → 0 and S×/S0 → 1), apart from a minor trend caused by the mass mismatch seen in Figure 1 . For comparison, we also show the spherical collapse prediction ν 2 − 1 (Mo & White, 1996 , dotted black) and the peak-background split prediction associated with the ST fit to the MICE The left and right panels show measurements at two different smoothing scales (the same as in Figure 2 ). The smooth curves show the corresponding theory predictions using excursion set peaks (solid red) and from Mo et al. (1997, dotted black) , the latter being multiplied with the factor (S × /S 0 ) 2 to account for the mapping from Fourier to real space. In this case there are no prior N -body simulation results to compare with. Insets show zoomed-in views of the lowest masses. Lower panels show the ratios with respect to the ESP prediction, with the gray bands indicating 20% deviations. mass function (the ST mass function in equation 2 with n = 1; dot-dashed magenta).
The reconstruction of b20 in the right panel of Figure 6 shows similar behaviour, and the measurements at all scales are in reasonable agreement with the ESP prediction (solid red; equation 30 of Paranjape et al., 2013, with × → 0 and S×/S0 → 1). For comparison, we also show the spherical collapse prediction ν 2 (ν 2 − 3) (Mo & White, 1996 , dotted black) and the peak-background split prediction from the ST fit to the MICE mass function (dot-dashed magenta, the ST mass function in equation 2 with n = 2; see also Scoccimarro et al., 2001 ). In addition to the ratio with ESP predictions in the lower panels, the b20 plot also shows an inset with a zoomed-in view of the lowest masses. Note that the predictions and measurements go through zero close to log 10 ν 2 0.6. Correspondingly, the measurements of b10 at z = 0 in Pinocchio (left panel of Figure 7 ) are also in excellent agreement with each other and with the ESP prediction.
In this case, the reconstruction of b20 in the right panel, while in reasonable agreement across scales, shows a systematic tendency towards lower values as R0 is increased.
Figures 8 and 9 have a format identical to Figures 6 and 7, but show results obtained using halos identified at z = 1 in the N -body simulation (Figure 8 ) and in the larger Pinocchio box (Figure 9 ). Once again, the mea-surements of b10 at different smoothing scales are in excellent agreement with each other (at least at low masses log 10 ν 2 (m, z = 1) 1.1, or m 2 × 10 14 h −1 M ) and with the Fourier-space fit from Tinker et al. (2010) as well as the ESP prediction. In the case of b20, however, the systematic drift with increasing R0 is now more pronounced in the Pinocchio measurements, and is also significant in the N -body measurements. While the origin of this drift is not clear at present, the fact that it is more pronounced in Pinocchio than in the N -body simulation suggests that such effects could be useful diagnostics of systematic biases in the Pinocchio predictions. Additionally, there is a systematic turnover at high masses (log 10 ν 2 1.1) in both b10 and b20 at all smoothing scales, which is more pronounced in the N -body simulation than in Pinocchio. We discuss possible causes for this in Section 4 below.
DISCUSSION
The scale-dependence and nonlinearity of halo bias is a potential source of systematic effects for upcoming galaxy surveys, which can degrade the measurements of cosmological parameters. Current strategies for dealing with these effects mainly rely on using parametrized functions inspired by fits to N -body simulations (Tinker et al., 2005; Pollack et al., 2012) . In principle, though, such effects can be modelled using analytical tools such as the excursion set formalism. While such models predict the linear, scale-independent part of halo bias with reasonable accuracy, they have not fared well until now in predicting these "beyond linear" effects.
We have presented real-space measurements of Lagrangian halo bias at linear and quadratic order using a recently proposed technique Paranjape et al., 2013) which exploits the correlation between the locations of halo formation in the initial conditions and the large scale initial environment. The "observables" in this measurement -namely, the scale dependent bias coefficients bn (equation 4) -can be estimated using simple measurements in the initial conditions of a simulation, and are direct predictions of the excursion set peaks (ESP) formalism of Paranjape et al. (2013) . We find that our measurements in N -body simulations (Figures 2 and  4 ) and in the Pinocchio algorithm (Figures 3 and 5) are in very good agreement with expectations using ESP.
Further, the ESP formalism also shows how these scale-dependent measurements of bn can be converted into scale-independent estimates of the peak-background split parameters bn0 defined by equation (2). We find good agreement between our estimates of b10 in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 and the fit to large scale Fourier -space linear bias in N -body simulations presented by Tinker et al. (2010) , which represents a success of the ESP formalism. Furthermore, the reconstruction of bn0 utilizes no additional assumptions other than those required to obtain a good description of the mass function; in this sense, we have presented a parameter-free prescription for estimating nonlinear large scale (i.e. small k or large R0) bias from intermediate scale measurements (we used R0 = 30, 50, 70, 90 h −1 Mpc).
Our analysis and results raise a number of interesting issues that must be addressed to assess and utilize the full potential of our approach:
• We note that our estimates of b10 and b20 show departures from the theoretical predictions at the largest halo masses; these are especially pronounced in the Nbody results at z = 1 (Figure 8 ). At small smoothing scales like R0 = 30 h −1 Mpc this could be partly due to the fact that the largest halos have Lagrangian sizes that approach this size. A more probable source of this trend is sample variance, for two reasons: first, comparing Figures 8 and 6 shows that the trend in the R0 = 90 h −1 Mpc estimates is stronger at z = 1 than at z = 0, whereas halo masses (and the corresponding Lagrangian sizes) are in fact larger at z = 0. Secondly, comparing Figures 8 and 9 shows that the trends in our Pinocchio realization, which has more than 8 times the volume of our N -body simulation, are comparitively much weaker. Finally, there is also the possibility that nonlocality induced by effects such as those studied by Sheth et al. (2013) could be contaminating our reconstruction algorithm at high masses.
A better understanding of these trends will (at least) require several realisations of our simulations. This should also improve our error estimates, since the Poisson errors we assume are probably not perfect representations of the true scatter (see the discussion in Section 3.2). It will also be interesting to check whether nonlocal, nonspherical effects such as those mentioned above can be isolated from the recovery of the bn0, e.g., using the rotational-invariance motivated orthogonal polynomials associated with peak shapes (Gay et al., 2012; Desjacques, 2013 ) and the tidal field . This should require straightforward extensions of our technique to measuring quantities other than the density.
• Another important question is whether our technique, which works at finite scales, can become a realistic, cost-effective method for measuring bias in the late-time, gravitationally evolved Eulerian field. We have presented results using smoothing scales R0 ≥ 30 h −1 Mpc, which are large compared with, e.g., those used by Angulo et al. (2008) in their Eulerian analysis that recovered bias coefficients up to 4 th order. The reason for having these large Lagrangian smoothing scales is simply that the most massive protohalos we work with have Lagrangian sizes that can approach ∼ 15-20 h −1 Mpc. Halos in the Eulerian field are much more compact, so in principle our technique should be applicable at much smaller scales in this case. A bigger issue is the fact that the Eulerian field is weakly non-Gaussian, so using Hermite polynomials as we currently do may not be the best approach. Although one can find natural generalisations of the Hermite polynomials appropriate for non-Gaussian fields (e.g., see Appendix B2 of Musso et al., 2012) , the question of which basis set to use in extracting nonlinear Eulerian bias is still not fully settled.
• Our original goal included a measurement of the kdependence of linear bias as implied by the presence of the quantity × in the excursion set prediction in equation (8); however, this effect is too small to be reliably seen given our error bars. This can in principle be dealt with using several realisations of N -body simulations. For scale-dependent bias in the Eulerian field, there is also the related question of whether triaxiality of halos could be a source of significant systematics for our reconstruction technique. The Eulerian field will also be affected by gravitationally induced nonlocality which would have to be accounted for.
And finally, it will be very interesting to assess to what extent a self-consistent estimate of nonlinear and nonlocal halo bias in galaxy surveys can improve the recovery of cosmological parameters. We leave a detailed exploration of all these issues to future work.
